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The Athletic Engine 

� Powerful, finely tuned Athletic Engine.   

� Larger the Athletic Engine, the stronger the foundation of athleticism an athlete 

can access to express their sport skill, strategy and tactics.   

� Athletes with exceptional physical tools that are well rehearsed and fine tuned to 

their greatest potential have developed a body that will comply to the mind’s 

commands.   

� Instant compliance means when strategic and tactical decisions are made, the 

body quickly responds with just the right movement and all the precise control 

needed to be successful in the sport situation.   

� This is how athletes become their best.   

 

Enhance the Athletic Engine 

Combine 
Training

Combine

Challenge

Combine360

 
Combine360 - Get tested using standardized tests that establish a benchmark and 

provides a score for all of the attributes that contribute to the enhancement of the 

Athletic Engine.   

 

 

Combine Training – Performance gains are achieved using an open architecture training 

system for that avail an exercise-build road map to create your own workouts and 

deliver improvement results to maximize performance, health and fitness potential. 
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Combine Challenge – Instant feedback on athlete performance improvements using 

well designed challenges that pit athlete against the exercise, the clock, workout peers 

or the best across the nation. 

 

The vision =   Test   →→   Train   →→   Challenge 

 

 

 

 

Combine360 defines the Athletic Engine 

Top athletes have an Athletic Engine that is strong in all of the Combine360 elements and 

have high scores in all three sections:  Foundational Athleticism, Movement and 

Character.   

The Combine360 tests measure: 

 

Functional Movement Skills Speed + Quickness 

Athleticism Agility 

Linear + Multi Directional Movement Conditioning or Capacity 

Battle Movements Flexibility + Mobility 

Posture Recovery 

Core Strength Nutrition 

Joint Integrity Communication Skills 

Reaction (internal + external) Mental Toughness 

Whole Body Strength + Power Visual Ability 
  

Known as the “300 club”, the world’s best athletes aspire to score as close to 360 points 

as possible to demonstrate the strength of their Athletic Engine and to understand their 

personal potential.  Using the Combine360 scores as the benchmark, Certified Combine 

Trainers use the Combine Training methodology to maximize the Athletic Engine. 

 

Combine360  Training Enhances the Athletic Engine 

Combine360  Training is a systematic approach to improving athlete performance with 

an Open Architecture that maximizes an athlete’s performance, health and fitness 

potential.  The training is defined by: 

� Athlete Centered – addressing the specific needs, goals and considerations for 

the athlete 

� Intensity – challenges all athletes to push past their perceived maximum level of 

demands 

� Comprehensive – developing the total athlete by developing athleticism, 

movement and character 

� Measurable – goal oriented and “can always get better” attitude that can be 

compared with others and their own progress 

� Progression - logical training process that embraces individual limitations, 

recognizes athletic strengths and improves potential weaknesses 

� Cohesive – training protocols are aligned to raise an individual’s athletic ceiling 

� Streamlined – training an athlete’s body, movement, neurological and muscular 

systems to be more efficient 

� Performance DNA – express each athlete’s potential by consistently evaluating 

and evolving the training system 
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The Elements of Combine360  Training 

From a coaching – teaching – learning perspective, we have organized Combine 

Training into 3 primary Elements.  Together these 3 primary Elements (Performance 

Balance, Athletic Movement, Combine Strength) encompass most of the ingredients of 

the Athletic Engine measured by Combine360 tests.   Trainers will learn to challenge each 

primary element alone to create foundational athleticism and improve overall athletic 

abilities.  The progression in the Open Architecture training system is to gradually layer the 

Combine Training Elements along with Overload Variables to continually challenge the 

athlete to solve the puzzle of complex skills, drills and exercises.  To push the boundaries 

of today’s abilities, trainers challenge athletes with purposeful progression. 

 

Everyone is an Athlete 

Real life and recreation require a body that is prepared for instant changes in terrain or 

emergency situations.   Athletes must be prepared and must be confident in their human 

machine.   

 

All aspects of Combine Training must focus on helping many types of athletes be 

prepared to meet the demands of sport, recreation and real life.  Exposing athletes to 

challenging skills and drills that require the mind and muscle to work as one creates 

muscle intelligence.  This style of training helps athletes of all ages be their best. 

 

When Playing is their Sport – to give young athletes the best possible chance for success 

in sport and to provide them with the foundational abilities to propel them into a life long 

commitment to physical activity, children and youth need to build their Athletic Engine.   

 

When Competing is their Sport – as athletes progress their sport skill development, learn 

more about sport strategy and tactics the focus shifts to winning.  Athletes that continue 

to elevate their game do so with a commitment to sport excellence, repetition of skills, 

improved knowledge of the sport and a conditioning plan that drives their performance 

ahead.  The more potent the Athletic Engine, the greater the athlete’s opportunity for 

success.   

 

When Training is their Sport – an adult athlete aspires to live a vibrant life and focuses on 

using their recreation time to the maximum.  Whether it is pursuing competitive sports, 

exciting leisure activities or simply warding off the aging process, the adult athlete needs 

a body that works.  Continuing to build a strong and vital Athletic Engine allows the 

weekend warrior to live their life to the fullest well into their retirement years. 

 
The Value of Combine Challenge 

Athletes of all ages, shapes and sizes can be ignited through the Combine Challenge 

System to get better every day.   Athletes compete against the exercise, compete 

against themselves and compete again peers. This is structured to teach them to 

embrace challenge as a springboard to exert their very best effort.  In a culture of 

inspiration / aspiration athletes discover their willingness to push themselves to give more, 

embracing intense effort with the intent to be become their best.   

 

This competitive attitude is contagious to all those athletes around them; an essential 

ingredient in the Combine Training culture.  Running Combine Challenges helps elevate 

effort, applying competition and measured output to create an energetic and 

passionate workout environment.  
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Framing up best-effort Challenges draws upon intrinsic drivers and seeds an important 

ability that athletes can apply to work harder every workout and every sport practice. 

This high effort achievement culture is the seed which grows to create high expectations 

for improvement in all aspects of sport and life.   

  

� Challenge – a call or summons to engage in a contest or a battle 

� Competition – the rivalry between two or more people for supremacy; a self 

contest for honor 

� Inspiration – stimulation of the mind and emotions to a high level of activity 

� Aspiration – a strong desire and ambition to achieve 

� Effort – the application of mental and physical effort towards achievement 
 

Based on best-effort in a measured, competitive environment, Combine Challenges 

provide a true benchmark for an athlete’s ability level relative to their fitness capacity 

and mental fortitude. They harness the athleticism instilled through Combine Training and 

express best efforts needed to train up both deficiencies and strengths discovered 

through the Combine360 Assessment.  

 

Combine Training Practical  
 

1.  Athletic Movement 

 

Dynamic Warm Up 

Exercises  Notes 

Cool Walk to Skip  

High Knees  

Butt Kickers  

Lateral Shuffle  

45 Degree Lunges  

Coaches Choice  

 

Speed, Agility and Quickness 

Train to Gain 

Train to Improve 

Train to Perform 

Exercises  Notes 

First Step Quickness Coaches Cue 

Go 

 

Forward to Backward Transitions  

SlingShot Resisted Lateral Cross 

Overs 

 

SlingShot Resisted Lateral Bounds  

Ladder Drills – Coaches Choice  

SlingShot + Ladder Drills   
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2. Performance Balance 

 

Static to Dynamic Balance 

Train to Gain 

Train to Improve 

Train to Perform 

Exercises  Notes 

SlingShot Single Leg Balance Eyes 

Closed with Partner Pulls 

 

SlingShot Quick Drop with Partner 

Pulls  

 

SlingShot 2 foot jump and land with 

Partner Pushes 

 

SlingShot Resisted Lateral Bound to 

Smart Toner Lateral Raise 

 

Coaches Choice  

 

 

3.  Combine Strength 

Single to Multi Joint Complex Lifts 

Train to Gain 

Train to Improve 

Train to Perform 

Exercises  Notes 

Smart Toner Chest Press to Multi 

Joint Chest Press 

 

Smart Toner Squat to Row with 

SlingShot Partner Pulls 

 

Smart Toner Squat to Overhead 

Press with SlingShot Pulls 

 

Smart Toner Lateral Shuffle with Low 

to High Chop + SlingShot Pulls 
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Combine Challenge Workout 

 

5 Stations – work with a partner  

2 Roles 

� Coach – motivate your athlete, count and record their repetitions 

� Athlete – work hard, have fun 

 
Station Exercise Equipment # Reps 

1 

 

2 Foot Quick Jump + Land Ladder Drill SlingShot  

Athlete sets up in an athletic stance, core engaged. 

Athlete begins on the coaches GO, performing a fast 2 foot 

Jump in and out of 1 rung of the ladder with SlingShot Side 

Resistance.   

Count the total number of Jumps completed in 60 sec (only 

full movements are counted) 

Ladder  

SlingShot 

 

2 Smart Toner Shuffle Agility Chop 

Athlete sets up in an athletic ready position holding the 2 

handles of the Smart Toner cross body at hip height. 

Athlete begins on the coaches GO, performing continuous 

shuffle, shuffle to a low to high chop finishing with a full 

extension (finish with arms extended).   Athlete switches 

direction after each chop. 

Count the total number of Agility Chops completed in 60 sec. 

Smart Toner  

3 Slingshot Lateral Bounds with Side Resistance 

Set up 2 cones, 6 feet apart 

Athlete begins on the coaches GO performing continuous 

resisted lateral bounds covering the distance from cone to 

cone.  

Count the total number of Lateral Bounds in 60 sec 

Failure to reach the distance of the cone means the repetition 

is not counted.  

Slingshot  

4 Smart Toner Squat  Jump to Row 

Athlete sets up in an athletic stance, holding the handles at full 

arm extension. 

Athlete begins on the coaches GO, performing a squat jump 

finishing with the Toner handles in to the chest at the end of 

the jump, arms extended on landing 

Count the total number of Squat Jump Rows completed in 60 

sec  

Smart Toner  

5 Cross Over Foot Pattern with Smart Toner Upper Body  

Isometric Hold 

Athlete sets up in an athletic stance with  both feet outside the 

rung of the ladder, holding 1 handle of the smart toner in both 

hands at chest height (under resistance from coach). 

Athlete begins on the coaches GO, performing the cross over 

foot pattern  while maintaining tension on the toner with no 

upper body movement. 

Count the total number of Cross Overs completed in 60 sec 

(each cross over = 1 rep) 

Agility 

Ladder 

Smart Toner 

 

 

Get Combine360 Certified = Join the Movement 


